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Abstract 

Do export sanctions ca.use export deflection'? Data. on Iranian non-oil exporters between .January 
2(H)6 and .June 2011 shows that two- t.hirds of these exports were: deflected t.o non-sanctioning 
countries after sanctions were imposed in 2008, and t hat at this time aggregate exports actually 
incrc:ased. Export.ing firms reduced prices and increased quantities when exporting to a new 
destination, however, and suffered welfare losses as a result. 
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1 Introduction 

:r1ililton Friedman said: "IA.Ill in all, economic sanctions are not an effective weapon of polit ical war

fare."2 Economic sanctions can target exports, imports, finance and banking, with different impacts. 

This paper investigates the effectiveness of export sanctions on Iranian exports and find that, at least 

in this case, Friedman's dismissal of the impact of sanctions may not be a.ccura.te.:1 

Export sanctions seek to coerce the target government to change its political behavior by lowering 

the aggregate welfare of a target state.4 In theory they do this either directly, by persuading the 

target government that the issues at stake a.re not worth the price, or indirectly, by inducing a popular 

revolt that overthrows the government. In practice, v,;e have lacked empirical evidence about how 

firms behave when they are faced with export sanctions. \Ve do not know whether exporters stop 

exporting altogether, reduce exports to sanctioning countries, or deflect exports to new destinations. 5 

In an increasingly globalized economy, alternative destinations exist for exporters affected by export 

sanctions: in other words, export deflection can compensate export destruction. 6 T he fact that 

Iranian exports increased after sanctions (Figure 1) is intriguing, too. 

This paper examines all Iranian non-oil export customs transactions data between 2006 and 2011, 

more than 1.81 million transactions. This data reveals the existence, extent, and mechanism of export 

deflection following the imposition of export sanctions against Iranian exporters.7 

Iran is a suitable country for this study for several reasons. First, the structure of export sanctions 

imposed against Iran in March 2008 ,vere typical, so understanding how Iranian exporters behaved 

helps us understand how exporters from other countries may behave in future. Second, the 8<.:ope of 

export sanctions that Iranian exporters faced were unusual in that they did not involve all countries. 

2 'Economic Sanctions, ' Newsweek, 21 J a nuary 1980, p . 7G. 
3 ExporL sancLions a.re differenL f'rom embargoes: while exporL sancLions reprcsenL higher exporL cosLs (Lhey raise cosL 

of exporting at t he exporter-destination level), embargoes represent a shift. to autarky via a trade blockade. Section 2 
ex plains export sanctions against Iran in detail. 

4For rcrcrcnces, sec C raw f'ord and K lotz (2orn), Davis and E ngerman (200:1), Doxey ("1980), Drezncr ("199Il), Ea.Lon 
and Engers (1992, 1999), llufbauer et al. (2007), Joshi and Ylalunud (2016), Kaempfer and Loweuberg (1988) , Levy 
(Ul99), l\fanin (1993), and Pape (1997). 

5Following B own a.nd Crowley (2007), this paperdefincs 'exporL deflection' as a change in Lhe dcsLinalion of' exports 
in response to an increase in a t rade barrier in another m arket, as when a rise in a tariff on au export from A to 1J causes 
t.he ex port s t.o be sold instead to C. 

6This paper defines 'cxporL dcslrucLion ' as a. reducLion in exports due Lo an increase in a. Lraclc bar r ier. Por evidence 
on the extent to which discriminatory trade policy eliminate trade, see JJesedes and Prusa (forthcoming) . 

7The impa ct. of t he fina ncia l sanc:t.ions on Iranian ec:onomy in 2012 is b eyond the scope of this paper , especia lly as 
Lhe daLasel ends in 201 L Tn 20 12 Lhe sanctions moved f'rom counLry-spccific resLr icLions on Tra.n ian exp orts lo limiting 
Tran 's access Lo Lhe gl obal financial sysLem , such as the S\VTFT (sec Section 2). 
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The impoRition of export sanctionR by the US, EU, Canada, and Alrntralia in 2008 increased export 

costs for Iranian exporters to these destinations, but not to other destinations. Third, the export 

flow data is highly disaggregated, meaning it was possible to identify whether export sanctions caused 

export deflect.ion in this case. Fourth, the imposition of export Ranctions in 2008 created a point at 

which export costs increased at the exporter-destination level. 

This analyRis excludes Iranian oil exportR for four reasons. First, sanctions ,vhich targeted companieR 

that buy oil from Iran were imposed in 2012, after the (2006-2011) timespan of the dataset. Second, 

unlike non-oil exports, oil exports happen via long-term contracts: a study of their impact would 

require data from many yearR aft.er sanctions were imposed. Third, Iranian oil is exported only by 

the government, but 35,953 non-oil exporters were targeted by the 2008 export sanctions. Fourth, 

according to the Statistical Memorandum of the Foreign Trade Regime of Iran in 2008, the oil sector 

accounts for 80% of exportR, but only 0.7% of employment. in Iran. ~on-oil sectorn represent 20% of 

Iranian exports and 38% of employment. (Remaining employment is mainly in the services and non-oil 

public sect.ors.) 

Figures 2-4 provide empirical motivations for this study. Figure 2 shows total Iranian monthly exports8 

between January 2006 and .June 2011 , to two groupR of destinations, sanctioning countrieR (SCR) and 

to non-sanctioning countries (l\"SCs). l\"ote that Iranian exports to SCs decreased after sanctions, 

but increased to NSCs. Figure 3 presents the entry and exit rates9 of Iranian exporters to different 

deRt.ination types. \Vhile entry ( exit) rates of exporters decreased (increased) in SCs, they increased 

(decreased) in NSCs after the imposition of export sanctions in :.\!larch 2008. 1° Figures 4a and 4b show 

aggregate exports to selected SCs and KSCs. 

This paper investigates export deflection within exporters and across destinations follmving export 

sanctions. Exporter-level data reveals the exiRtence, extent, and mechanism of the export deflection 

follmving export destruction caused by the imposition of export sanctions. It shmvs how exporter si7,e, 

past export status, and pricing strategy matter in the process of export deflection. 

The ma.in findings are as follows: 

8 Starting here and onwards in the paper. the term 'exports' refern to non-oil exports . 
9 'Entry' rcf"ers Lo the first Lime the cxpor,cr or produc, en,cred a. given destination. 'Exie' ref"ers Lo ,he last Lime the 

exporter or product was seen at destination, so there should be no confusion over exporters and products that exited 
and then entered the same destination. 

1°Following export sanc,ions, ,he number or expor,ed prnclucts per exporter to SCs also decreased , b u, increased to 
XSCs. Export values per exporter increased to both ,ypes or destinations, however. This observa,ion is consistent with 
the data presented in Appendix Tables A 1 and A2, suggesting that smaller exporters exited SCs. 
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(i) two-thirds of the value of Iranian exports destroyed by export sanctions were deflected to 
~SCs; 

(ii) exporters who traded with only KSCs increased exports significantly after sanctions; 

(iii) exporters reduced their product prices and increased their product quantities as they de-
flected exports to new destinations, suggesting export deflection caused welfare loss; 

(iv) exporters deflected more core and homogeneous products; 

( v) larger exporters deflected more of their exports than smaller exporters; 

( vi) new export destinations were more politically sympathetic to Iran; 

(vii) the probability that an exporter would deflect exports to another destination rose if the 
exporter already existed in that destination, suggesting that costs of exporting matter. 

For policymakers these results imply that in this case export deflection undermined the goal of export 

sanctions as far as reducing overall exports from Iran. But. if the goal of export sanctions was instead 

to cause inconvenience to Iranian economic agents so that they would lobby the government to change 

attitudes, export sanctions ,vcre effective. Deflecting exporters reduced prices and increased quantities 

of deflected exported products, and thus, faced ·welfare losses as they had either to pay more wages, 

or ask their employees to work more for same wages, given the need for increased production. Also, 

a reduction in product prices may have been associated ,vith a decline in product quality, and export 

deflection caused more competition between those firms exporting to NSCs. Finally, although the data 

is not sufficient for us to determine net profits at the exporter level, we can assume that exporting firms 

would have deflected to ~SCs even without sanctions (and before sanctions) if deflection would have 

raised profits. The revealed preference of exporting firms implies that sanctions must have red~tced 

pro.fits. 

Other research has analysed the consequences of changes in cost of exporting. For example, Liu (2012) 

developed and estimated a dynamic model of firm sales in an open economy with capacity constraints, 

and showed that capacity-constrained firms face increasing marginal costs in the short run, and face 

a trade-off between sales in two different markets. Blum et al. (2013) showed that an increase in 

the cost of exporting to a given market causes export reallocation. The authors constructed a model 

in which exiting one export market for another is an optimal response for firms facing increasing 

costs. Lawless (2009) documented that firms that continue to export will regularly enter and exit 

export destinations. Iviornles et al. (2014) showed that exporting firms continuously change export 

destinations. They developed a model of export dynamics in which firm's exports in each market may 

depend on how similar t his market is to the firm's home country, and to other countries to which the 
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firm had previously exported. Vannoorenberghe (2012) cast doubt on the standard hypothesis that 

firms face constant marginal costs and maximi7,e profits on export markets independently. Using a 

model in which firms face market-specific shocks and short-run convex costs of production, he stressed 

that firms react to a shock in one market by adjusting their sales in another. These results complement 

this research, adding a theoretical backbone to the empirical conclusions. 

This paper is organi7,ed into four further sections. The next section gives a brief timeline of the 

sanctions against Iran, with an emphasis on export sanctions, between .January 2006 and .June 2011. 

Section 3 introduces the disaggregated customs dataset used in this paper. Section 4 presents an 

empirical anaylsis of the existence, extent, and mechanism of export destruction and deflection following 

sanctions. Section 5 concludes. 

2 The sanctions against Iran 

2.1 Timeline of sanctions 

On 4 February 2006, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) voted to report Iran to the 

United :_\lations Security Council (CNSC). Russia. and China. also voted in favor. 11 On 26 .June, 

Germany argued that Iran should be allowed to enrich uranium, but under the scrutiny of the Cnited 

Nations (UK) to ensure t hat Iran was not using uranium to build atomic weapons. 1 ~ On 31 July, 

the CNSC demanded that Iran: "suspend all enrichment- and reprocessing-related activities, including 

research and development, to be verified by the IA.EA". On 23 December - having called on Iran to 

halt its uranium enrichment program in July - the Ul\SC voted to strengthen sanctions on Iranian 

imports of nuclear-related materials and technology, and freeze the assets of individuals involved with 

nuclear activities. rn 

On 24 l\farch 2007, the CNSC voted to toughen the December 2006 sanctions by extending the freeze 

on assets and restricting the travel of individuals engaged in the country's nuclear activities. 14 The EU 

11 'fran Repor,ed ,o Sccuri,y Council,' RRC News, '1 February 2006. 
12 'Germany could accept nuclear enrichment in Iran, ' lleuters, 26 June 2006. 
uu~SC Resolutions Hi96 and 17:n. 
1-1U"\'SC Resolution 17'17. 
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published an expanded list of Iranian individuals deemed persona non grata in the union. On 27 Aug1rnt 

2007, President Nicolas Sarko7,y stated that France would not rule out the possibility of military action 

against Iran if Iran did not curtail its nuclear program. President Sarkozy praised the sanctions and 

diplomatic measures taken by the CN, but added that if Iran continued to be uncooperative alternatives 

should be considered, as a nuclear Iran ,vould be "unacceptable" to France.15 Subsequently, in October, 

the US announced unilateral sanctions against Iran, the toughest since it had imposed sanctions on 

Iran following the Islamic Revolution in 1979 for "supporting terrorists".16 The sanctions blocked access 

to the US financial system for more than 20 organi7,ations associated with Iran's Islamic Revolution 

Guard Corps. 

Non-oil export sanctions against Iran were imposed in 2008. The U::-.!SC passed Resolution 1803 on 

3 :.VIarch 2008, calling on member states to: "[E]xercise vigilance in entering into new commitments 

for financial support for trade with Iran, including the granting of credits, guarantees or insurance, to 

their nationals or entities involved in imports from Iran as well as tightening restrictions on cargos of 

Iranian origin." ::-.lote the CN cannot impose sanctions itself, as it does not export and import, so its 

resolutions are merely recommendations that member states impose sanctions. The CS, EU, Canada, 

and Australia accordingly imposed non-oil export sanctions against Iran in l'vlarch 2008. 

The goal of these sanctions ,vas to put pressure on the Iranian economy, so that Iranian firms and 

citizens would in turn exercise internal pressure on the Iranian government. For example, in the CS 

senator John :'vicCain "wanted to form an alliance with E uropean countries to put economic pressure on 

Iran" (:.\1S1\"BC, 17 September 2007). According to him, and other policymakers, " [T]he goal [was] to 

impose significant, meaningful, and painful sanctions on the Iranians" (The New Yorker, 3 November 

2008). Testimony to the US House Committee on Foreign Affairs on 22 July 2009 claimed that: 

"Iranian public opinion is likely to exaggerate the impact of the foreign pressure and to blame the 

Ahmadinejad government's hardline stance for the country's economic difficulties." 

Through the Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act (CISADA, 22 C.S.C. 

8501), the CS issued its Iranian Ttansactions Regulations. They increased the cost of importing from 

Iran to the US by: "[R]equiring US firms to obtain special federal authorization to import from Iran into 

United States." 17 The Council of the European Cnion adopted Common I'osition 2008/ 652/CFSI'. 

15 'French leader- raises possibility or rorce in Tran,' The New York Times, 28 J\ugust 2007. 
16The U nit.es Sr.ateH and Iran cut diplomatic relationships in 1979, hut r.rade continued her.ween Iranian and l ~S firms. 
17 Examples or irnpor,s violaLing ,hesc sa.nc,ions exisL For insiance, Mahda.vi's i\&i\ Rug Company or Georg ia, 

'CS, was accused or viola,ing sancLions by importing pr-oducLs rrorn Tran Lo ,he US withouL obLaining special lcdcra.1 
authorization. ln 2008, .\lah<lavi's A&A ltug Company paid a penalty of 89,240 in settlement. 
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It required member states to: "[E]xercise restraint in entering into new commitments for public- and 

private-financial support for non-oil imports." Australia imposed sanctions on imports from Iran as 

well as on the transit through Australia of products of Iranian origin.18 The Canadian Foreign Affairs 

and International Ttade Department issued sanctions under its Special Economic Measures (Iran) 

Regulations. Canada prohibited providing services for the operation, or maintenance of, vessels owned 

by, or operating on behalf of, Iranian shipping companies. Although countries imposed sanctions in 

different ways against Iran in 2008, these export sanctions had a common goal: to pressurize on Iranian 

economic agents ( that is, exporters). 

On 20 March 2009 President Barack Obama offered Iran a "new beginning," proposing that it engage 

in direct negotiations with the US, and discuss ending its nuclear programY' On 8 April , the CS, CK, 

France, and Germany offered Iran a "freeze-for-freeze" deal that no additional sanctions ,vould be im

posed on Iran if it agreed to freeze uranium cnrichmcnt.20 As reality on the ground did not change, in 

June 2010 the Ul\SC recommended further sanctions against Iran over its nuclear program, expanding 

the arms embargo. These measures prohibited Iran from buying heavy weapons such as attack heli

copters and missiles. At this time the CS Congress imposed new unilateral sanctions targeting Iran's 

energy sectors. This imposed penalties on firms that supplied Iran with refined petroleum products. 

In :\fay 2011 the US blacklisted the T,venty-First Iranian State Bank and the Bank of Industry and 

I'vlincs for transactions with previously banned institutions. On 17 March 2012, all Iranian banks ,vcrc 

disconnected from S\VIFT, the global hub for electronic financial transactions. 

Sanctions imposed on Iranian imports of nuclear-related products ( 2006-2007) and financial (SWIFT / banking) 

sanctions on Iran (2012) arc outside the scope of this paper: the dataset used covers only exporters, 

and only for the period between .January 2006 and .June 2011. 

2.2 Iranian public perception of export sanctions 

Iranians perceived the 2008 export sanctions as having limited negative effects. This perception was 

reflected in the media and in speeches given by groups in both the public and private sectors. 21 

18Sec ,he section on Australia's au,onornous sanctions on Tran, Depar,rnent or Porcign Affairs a nd Trade. 
19 'Obama offers lran a new be)l,iuuiu!I,,' llllC, 20 !vlarch 2009. 
20 ' Iran calls for nnc:lear r.a lks a~ further sanctions loom,' The Guardian, 1 Sept.ember 2009. 
21The Tra.nian public perceived the '201 '2 S\VTFT/ banking sanctio ns as much harsher. 
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Iranian government officials insisted that sanctions had no impact on the Iranian economy. For exam

ple, President :tvlahmoud Ahmadinejad said that international leaders who "still think sanctions are an 

effective means arc politically rctarded."22 Speaker of Parliament Ali Larijani added that "sanctions will 

definitely be turned into opportunities."2a Iran's deputy information chief Hossein Mazloumi claimed 

that sanctions have led to technological innovation in Iranian universities and industrial sectors by 

focusing efforts on domestic production.n 

Nematollah Poustindouz, the managing director of the SA.IPA car-manufacturing company, declared 

that sanctions had no negative impacte on SAIPA: "[T]hose who impose sanctions on Iran have in fact 

imposed restrictions on themselves," he said.25 Iran\ non-oil exports to China rose nearly 35% to $5.9 

billion after the imposition of export sanctions, and China replaced the EU as Iran's top importcr.26 

Between 2008 and 2012. the United Arab Emirates (UAE) had been an unofficial conduit for Iranian 

exports to destinations imposing export sanctions, as 400,000 Iranians were living in the UAE, 8,000 

Iranian firms and 1,200 Iranian trading firms were active in the country. Esfa.ndiar Ilashidzadch, who 

set up an affiliate of Ira.n's Bank Melli in Dubai, said: "ITlhe pressure of sanctions will not change 

regime behavior but only add to the cost of doing busincss."27 

3 Data 

This anlysis employs a rich non-oil Iranian customs dataset that is disaggregated at the exporter

product-destination-da.y level, obtained from The Islamic Republic of Iran Customs Administration. 

To test data quality, it was successfully matched against UK-Comtrade data and mirror data (the data 

that each destination reports as imports from Iran) . Aggregated Iranian Customs exports represent 

98.5% of U:\1-Comtrade Iranian exports and 99.5% of mirror data at the product-destination level. 

The dataset includes every Iranian non-oil exporting firm and export transaction, between 1 .January 

2006 and 30 June 2011. Observations a.re daily, and data includes exporter ID, product ID, dest ination 

of shipment. value of exports,28 and date of transaction for every transaction. Iranian Customs also 

22 'Ahmadinejad calls l~N Security Council "retards'"over sanctions', AD:'\Kronos Int'l, 24 December 2010. 
23 'Spcakcl': Tran turns threats into opportunicics,' Fars News Agency, 20 September 20W. 
24 'UtGC official: Sanctions caused t echnological grmvth blossoming,' Zawya, 9 December 2010. 
25 'Iranian Carmaker: Sanctions Ineffective, ' Fars News Agency, 11 August. 2010. 
26 'China overtakes EU as Tran 's Lop , ra.dc partner,' Financial T imes, 8 February 2010. 
27 'Dubai Helps lran Evade Sanctions as Smugglers lgnore U.S. Laws,' 13loornberg, 25 January 2010. 
28 Export. values deflated to t heir January 2006 equivalent using the mont hly US consumer price index (from Clohal 

Financial Data). 
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report the weight of each Rhiprnent. In total, the dataset indude8 1,814,146 transactions.29 There were 

35,953 exporters, although not all exported every month, and 3,865 products. The HS-6 digit level 

product classification illustrates the narrowness of product definitions and the richness of micro-level 

information available in the dataset.:~o 

This custom8 dataset has several advantageR compared to CN-Comtrade data. It includes daily records, 

and so allows micro-level ana.ysis of short-term dynamics such as entry and exit rates, export volumes 

and distributions, and prices and growth at the exporter-product-destination level. It allows us to sec 

the rmmber of products that are exported, by each exporter, to each destination (the extensive margin), 

and the export value, per product, per exporter, to each destination (the intensive margin). Exporter

level data makes it possible to calculate export margins with exporter-product-destination dimensions, 

\Vhich is not the case ,vith product-level databases, such as U~-Comtrade). Between country pairs, 

this research calculates the extensive margin with an exporter-product dimension, rather than a simple 

product dirnenRion, especially as the average exporter in the dataset exported more than one product. 

If the purpose of export sanctions was to generate revolt, then export sanctions would have been 

sensible if small exporters accounted for a large share of employment. If, by contrast, the purpose 

,vas to affect aggregate exports, then export sanctions were less likely to be successful because large 

exporters, who accounted for the bulk of exportR, deflected exports to other destination8. ThiR granular 

data also makes it possible to calculate the type of firm that ·was most affected. 

This dataset has three caveats as well. First, we cannot know the probability that a firm becomes an 

exporter, because (by definition) it records data on firms that export. This is not problematic if the 

investigation is restricted to the questions of ,.vhether, and how, existing exporters reallocated their 

exports. Second, the dataset docs not include other characteristics of exporters, such as ownership, 

employment, capital, and access to finance. Again, this falls outside the scope of thiR analysis. Finally, 

the dataset captures data for three years after the imposition of export sanctions, so the empirical 

analysis considers only short-term changes in behavior. 

For ca.ch quarter, Table A.I reports the number of exporters, as well as the average export value per 

exporter, the average number of products per exporter, and the average number of destination8 per 

29To 8ave space, de8criptive stati8tics in the appendix are at exporter-product-de8tination-quart er level. 
30 A small portion or transactions in the dataset includes HS-8 digit level product classification, but the majority or 

transactions uses HS-6 digit level product class ification. To ensure consistency in the analysis, data. wa.s aggregated using 
the US-6 digit !eve] product classification. 
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exporter. The average number of exporters per quarter decreased by 22.6%, from 7,359 before the 

imposition of export sanctions (2006-Ql to 2008-Ql) to 6,001 after the imposition of export sanctions 

(2008-Q2 to 2011-Q2). However, quarterly average export value per exporter increased from $0.48 

million to $0.93 million, and the quarterly average number of products per exporter increased from 4.08 

to 4.26 during the same period, suggesting that smaller exporters exited more than larger exporters. 

Table A.II reports annual descriptive statistics, following the decomposition format of Eaton et al. 

(2007). 

Table A.III reports the numbers of Iranian exporters and exported products to SCs and NSCs. \Vhile 

the number of Iranian exporters to SCs dropped by 30.65% during the post-sanctions period, the 

number exporting to NSCs increased by 12.73%. While the number of Iranian products exported to 

SCs dropped by 11.58%, during the post-sanctions period, it increased by 5.04r!{, to :'-ISCs. Before 

the imposition of sanctions in :.VIarch 2008, prepared food, tobacco, and chemical products such as 

fertilizers were more than half of Iranian exports to SCs while Iran's exports to KSCs were more 

diversified. For these destinations, metals, carpets, textiles, glass, stones, and foodstuff accounted for 

60% of Iranian exports before sanctions. 

4 Empirical analysis 

The first part of this section demonstrates the existence of export destruction and deflection after 

sanctions. The second part highlights the mechanism through which export deflection occurred, as 

well as the extent to which export destruction was compensated by export deflection. 

4.1 Existence of export destruction and deflection 

I identify the effect of export sanctions on Iranian export destruction at the exporter-destination level. 

Figures 2, 5. 6. and 7 show that Iranian exports t o SCs were steady before sanctions, but decreased 

afterwards. Figure 2 shows that Iranian exports to NSCs increased significantly after sanctions. Figures 

5-7 distinguish between exports by exporters (i) only to SCs, (ii) only to NSCs, and (iii) to both SCs 

and NSCs between .January 2006 and June 2011. This makes it possible to observe export deflection: 

exporters who exported only to SCs, or only to :'-ISCs, by definition did not deflect exports. I test for 

v,hether the coefficients in the time series regressions vary after t he known break date, the imposit ion 
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of sanctions in l\farch 2008 (t = 27). In other words, I test for whether a structural break exists \Vithin 

the estimation coefficients using an autoregressive model of order 1, AR(l): 

if 
if 

t < 
t > 

27 } 
27 

(1) 

,vhere Xct refers to different measures in the different estimations in Table 1. In (1) X c1 refers to the 

total exports at time t. In (2) X,,i refers to the total exports by exporters who exported only to KSCs 

at time t. In (3) Xet refers to the total exports to SCs at time t by (i) exporters who exported only 

to SCs and (ii) exporters who exported to both SCs and NSCs between January 2006 and June 2011. 

In (4) Xe1. refers to the total exports to KSCs at time t by exporters \vho exported to both SCs and 

NSCs between January 2006 and .June 2011. Exports are aggregated by month, sot goes from t = 1 

(.January 2006) tot= 66 (June 2011). E,,1_ is the usual idiosyncratic error term. 

Table 1 shows the change in exports of all Iranian exporters, and a lso of exporters who exported only 

to ~SCs and therefore did not experience destruction or need to deflect exports. Rmv 1 of Table 1 

shmvs the grmvth of overall exports before and after sanctions. Average monthly export grmvth rate 

increased after sanctions from 0.24% to 1.48%. This corresponds to Figure 1, which shmvs that overall 

exports increased following; sanctions. Row 2 of Table 1 shows the growth of exports of exporters who 

exported only to ~SCs. Again, average mont hly export growth rate increased after sanctions from 

0.71% to 2.64%. This corresponds to the red (dotted) line in Figure 5. 

Export destruction is captured in the estimat.ions in row 3 of Table 1. To reduce bias, it excludes 

exporters who exported only to ~SCs. Including these exporters would bias estimates upward. ~ote 

the March 2008 export sanctions were against all Iranian exporters to certain destinations, and not 

differentiated between industries, therefore the empirical restriction is made at the exporter-destination 

level, and not also by sector. The coefficients in this row show a structural break after sanctions. Before 

sanctions, coefficient _.31 shows that Xct ,vas on average, 100.54% of X ct-l· However, after sanctions, 

coefficient /]z shows that X e1, was on average, 94.81 % of Xu._1 . The coefficients are statisticall;v 

significant at the 1 % level. In addition, intercept a 1 is lower than a 1 , ,vhich strengthens the suggestion 

of a structural break. This pattern corresponds with the export destruction pattern seen in the blue 

lines in Figures 5 and 7. 

Row 4 of Table 1 presents empirical evidence on the existence of export deflection following sanctions. 

To reduce bias it focuses on export s to KSCs by exporters ,vho exported to both SCs and to KSCs 
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between January 2006 and June 2011. Again, the coefficients in this row show a structural break after 

sanctions. Before sanctions, coefficient /J1 shows that Xet ,vas on average 90.23% of Xet- 1. However, 

after sanctions, coefficient /32 shmvs that X ct was on avcragc,3.11% higher than Xct-l· The coefficients 

are statistically significant at the 1 % level. In addition, intercept (1:2 is higher than n 1 strengthens the 

suggestion of a structural break. This pattern corresponds with the export deflection trend seen in 

the red line in Figure 7. These results highlight that those Iranian exporters exporting to both SCs 

and ='IS Cs experienced an increase in exports to NSCs. Together the results in rows 3 and 4 of Table 1 

shmv that when Iranian exporter-level exports to SCs declined because of export sanctions, there was 

an increase in Iranian exporter-level exports to ='/SCs (sec Figure 7 for a graphical illustration). 

Which exporters were affected most? \Vhile the results show that the imposition of sanctions 

had a significant negative impact on the avcm_qc Iranian exporter to SCs, they hide the heterogeneity 

among exporters. One might expect larger and more experienced exporters to be affected differently: 

they are typically more productive, and can afford higher export costs. Therefore, it is useful to repeat 

estimations (3) and (4) in Table 1 to show separate impacts on small and large exporters. In this case, 

'large' exporters are defined as those whose monthly export value to SCs was above the export value 

per average exporter before :'viarch 2008. 'Small' exporters had monthly export value to SCs below the 

export value per average exporter. Small exporters suffered from more export destruction than large 

exporters (rows 3a and 3b of Table 1). For small exporters, in (3a) , before sanctions, coefficient /11 

shmvs that Xe:t was on average 99.16% of Xe:t - I · After sanctions, coefficient /h shows that X et was 

on average 54.31% of X et- l · For large exporters, in (3b) before sanctions, coefficient ,31 shows that 

Xa was on average 17.18% more t han X.,,,_1 . Aft.er sanctions, coefficient (h shows that Xa was on 

average 96.32% of Xet - i. Thus, the reduction in exports was relatively less for large exporters. Large 

exporters also achieved higher levels of export deflection than small exporters (rows 4a and 4b in Table 

1). For small exporters, in (4a), before sanctions, coefficient /31 shows that Xe:t was on average, 87.12% 

of Xet-l · After sanctions, coefficient iJ2 shows t hat Xct was on average 101.41 % of Xet-l · For large 

exporters, in ( 4b) before sanctions, coefficient /11 shows that X a was on average just 1.21 % more than 

Xe:t-I · After sanctions, coefficient /12 shmvs that Xet was on average 124.08% of X et- i. 

An assessment of the impact of sanctions on the rates of entry and exit of exporters at the destination 

level supports these findings. It uses the following estimating equation: 

(2) 
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where EA.Dd,. represent, in different estimations, the logs of Entry,u and E :1:d,u rates of exporters as 

well as the logs of A.DDc1t and DroJlru shares at the destination-quarter leveL A.DDctt is the share 

of exporters that added a new product to their product-mix at destination d at time t. Dropc11 is 

the share of exportern that dropped an existing product from their product-mix at destination d at 

time t. To ensure the estimates are not driven by small-size destinations, entry and exit rates, as 

well as the ADDdt and Dropc1t shares, ,vere weighted by aggregate destination-level exports of Iranian 

exporters before :VIarch 2008. Aggregate exports to a given destination before :\larch 2008 were used 

to measure the si;,,e of that destination. Sd is a dummy variable that equals to 1 for SCs and ;,,ero 

otherwise, and PS1 is a dummy variable for the post-sanctions period. The coefficient of interest, (h, 

multiplies the interaction term, S,1.PS1 , \vhich is the same as a dummy variable that equals one for SCs 

after the imposition of sanctions. To reduce bias the estimation excludes firms that exported only to 

destinatiorn; not imposing sanctions. Including these exporters would bias the estimates upward. The 

estimation controls for logs of GDP, distance, number of immigrants, number of exporters, inflation 

rate, case of imports, FDI (net flows), tariff rate, and grmvth of imports at the destination leveL tc11 

is the usual idiosyncratic error term. 

From the data, it is impossible to knov>' \Vhether an exporter with a positive export value in .January 

2006 (in 2006-Ql) was a new exporter or not. Therefore I considered only exporters that started 

exporting strictly after 2006-Ql to estimate the effect of export sanctions on entry rates. Similarly, 

the data does not tell us whether exporters reporting a positive export value in June 2011 (in 2011-Q2) 

exited the next quarter, and so, I only consider exits that took place before 2011-Q2 in estimating 

the effect of export sanctions on exit rates. Column 2 of Table 2 shows that export sanctions reduced 

exporter entry rate by an average of 23% to SCs, compared to l'\SCs. Column 4 of Table 2 shows that 

export sanctions increased exporter exit rate by an average of 8.5% from SCs, compared with NSCs. 

\Vhile Entryc11 and E:ritc11 allmv focusing on the extensive margin, A.DD,u and Dropc11 allow looking 

at the intensive margin. Precisely, did exporters add to the products they exported to :\TSCs, and drop 

existing products that had been exported to SCs'? Column 6 of Table 2 shows that export sanctions 

reduced the share of exporters that added new products to their product mixes at SCs by an average 

of 15.1%, compared to :\TSCs. Column 8 of Table 2 shows that export sanctions increased the share of 

exporters that dropped an existing product from SCs by an average of 24.6r7t, compared to :\TSCs. 

It is important to reflect on whether exports to SCs were going to fall regardless, for reasons such as 

the trade collapse that followed the global recession in 2008. Export sanctions preceded the global 
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economic crisis by only a few months. Ttaded goods sect.ors are procydical, so exports to SCs would fall 

if there ,vas a recession in these economies. The economic crisis may have obscured the effects of export 

sanctions on Iranian export deflection, given the countries that imposed sanctions were particularly 

affected by the crisis. Increasing trade frictions at. international bordern, broadly defined, might also 

affect exports. If export destruction ,vas caused by the recession and not by export sanctions, then we 

would expect a similar pattern in the import data of SCs and l\SCs from Iran. This is not the case. 

Figure 8 shows the growth rates of Chinese and CS imports from Iran, as well as China and CS total 

imports and economic growth over time. Clearly, the crisis affected Iranian exports to both CS and 

China.31 Following the crisis, Iranian exports to China rose again. Imports to the US from Iran did 

not rise, alt.hough imports from other countries rose again. This suggests that the bulk of the decline 

in Iranian exports to specific destinations was attributable to the imposition of sanctions. 

Also, we mention a note about export transshipments.:12 Export sanctions resolutions do not have 

rules of origin. This may have created a loophole that helped Iranian exporters, for example allowing 

them to transshipped through UAE to SCs.~~ It may be the case that new businesses (not necessarily 

oflranian origin) captured new business opportunity, started importing from Iran to the UAE, then re

exporting to destinations that imposed export sanctions on Iranian exporters. The data tracks Iranian 

exporters to the CAE and other destinations, but cannot identify which firms are exporting from the 

UAE, so it is not possible to rule out the possibility that exporters used transshipment following the 

imposition of sanctions. Table A.IV presents descriptive statistics on potential post-sanctions export 

transshipments through the UAE. It shows the percentage change in exports between pre- and post.

sanctions periods by exporting firms that exited from or reduced their exports to t he CS , UK , Canada, 

and France. Also it tracks exports by the same firms , at the product level, to the CAE following their 

exit from, or reduction of, exports to the same destinations. Finally, it shows an aggregate measure 

of product-level re-exports from the UAE to these four destinations. The first hvo steps use Iranian 

Customs data, because the interest is primarily in exporter-level export. transshipment. The final step 

uses Ul\-Comtrade data in the absence of CAE customs importer-exporter level data.:34 The results 

in Table A.IV show a trend (though not necessarily a causal relation) of export. transshipment, at. the 

31 Data only for US and China presented here, hut the t rend is similar for other destinations. 
32 'Export ll'ansshipmcni' dclined as shipment or prod uct Lo an in,errnedia,e des,i na Lion , Lhen to a.noLhe r destina,ion. 
~-~UAE used solely for illnst.rative purposes. Other countries may have fulfilled the same purpose. 
3·1 Edwards and Lawrence (20Hi) and Frazer a.nd Ricsebroeck (20'10) showed Lheoretically and empirically how US 

quoLas on Chinese exports served as an impliciL subsidy for /\rrican apparel exporLers , a nd led Chinese exporLers to 
transship their trade, following the imposition of US quotaB, to US through African countries. These count ries actually 
benefited from this 'African Growth and Opportunity Act" '. 
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product-level, of Iranian exporters through CAE ports. 

4.2 Mechanism of export deflection 

The price of export deflection: If Iranian exporters reduced prices of products that they deflected, 

then the change in product prices should be reflected in the unit values of the products exported to 

NSCs after :\farch 2008. \Ve would not expect price changes in products introduced following export 

deflection to serve the needs of new customers at NSCs, so the analysis includes only the products 

that exporters deflected from SCs to ~SCs. A change in the unit value of a product is consistent with 

a combination of a change of the product quality, other changes in product characteristics that make 

the product more desirable or affordable to consumers in lower income countries, or a change in the 

demand characteristics at the new market (Schott, 2004 and Hallak, 2006). 

To check for evidence on changes in product prices follmving export deflection, I compare product 

prices of deflecting exporters in the first shipment to a ~SC following l\farch 2008 with t he prices 

of same products by same exporters in their last shipment to a SC before ]\larch 2008. The average 

prices of the same products sold by other Iranian existing exporters in the NSCs before March 2008 ,va.s 

compared to the price at the time of the first shipment following export deflection. The dataset does 

not include product prices in each shipment transaction data report , but only total export value and 

weight of each shipment at the exporter-product-destination level, therefore unit prices were obtained 

by dividing the total value of shipment of exports of product p by the weight of shipment at the 

exporter-time level. 

The results in Figure 9 indicate that deflecting exporters reduced their product unit prices by, on 

average, 7.4% in the first shipment follmving export deflection, when compared to prices of same 

products in the las t shipment before export deflection. The right-hand bar in Figure 9 shows a 

1.8% drop in the average price of the same products, as sold by existing Iranian exporters to that 

destination at the time of first shipment by deflecting exporters, after export deflection took place.35 

Price redutions can be explained as deflecting exporters reducing prices in an attempt to enter the new 

markets and scapt ure ne,v consumers. This created price competition with incumbent Iranian firms 

exporting to these NSCs.36 

35The new product prices of deflecting exporters were, 0 11 average, 1.1 % lower than the average prices of the same 
products sold hy other Iranian existing exporters in the new destination at. the time of t,he first shipment following export 
deflection. 

36 ProducL prices or deflecting exporters did not cha.nge when deflecLing exporLers remained in new markets ror a second 
year. 
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To check for evidence on changes in product prices follmving export deflection, I compare product 

prices of deflecting exporters in the first shipment to a. !\SC following l'.vlarch 2008 with the prices of 

same products by same exporters in their last shipment to a SC as follows: 

I'c,, ~ { 
O::; + !1:;I',pt -1 +Ee;t. if t < 27 } (3) 
0:,1 + fJ,1Pcpt-l +Ect if t > 27 

where I',vt is the price of product p exported by exporter e at time t and I'e:vt- i is the price of product 

p exported by exporter eat time t- L The focus is on exporters ,vho cut their product exports to SCs 

after :.VIarch 2008 and existed in I\SCs after l'vlarch 2008. Thus, thiR eRtimation captures the product 

price differences over time by the same exporter at SCs before sanctions (t S 27) as well as at I\SCs 

after sanctions (t > 27). The results in Table 3 support the observed pattern from Figure 9. The 

coefficient . .84 shows that, after export deflection, deflecting exporters reduced their product prices by 

8.1%. 

The effect of sanctions on quantity sold by deflecting exporters: If Iranian export.ern exported 

a higher volume of products that they deflected follmving sanctions, then the change in exported 

product volumes should be reflected in the quantity of the products exported to :,\IS Cs after ]\larch 2008. 

The focus again is on the products deflected from SCs to I\SCs (no change is expected in new productR 

which were introduced follu•.ving export deflection to serve the needs of ne,v customers in NSCs). The 

same methodology is used as for the drop in product prices. First, quantity of exported products by 

deflecting exporters in the first year of exporting t.o a !\SC following March 2008 iR compared with 

the quantity of same products, by the same exporters, in the last year, exporting to a SC before 

JVIarch 2008. This is compared to the quantity of the same products, as sold by other Iranian existing 

exporters in the NSCs before and after 1\-Iarch 2008. The dataset does not capture product quantities 

in each shipment transaction, but it docs record total weight in each exporter-product-destination 

shipment data report . AR before, the quantity measurement was obtained by dividing the total value 

of shipment of exports of product p by the product unit price at the exporter-destination-time level. 

The results in Figure 10 indicate that deflecting exporters increased the quantity of their deflected 

productR by, on average, 12.43% in the first year following export deflection compared to the quantity 

they exported of same products in their last year before export deflection. Meanwhile, the right-hand 

bar in Figure 10 shows a 2.21 % annual average increase in the quantity sold of same products by other 
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Iranian exporters that already existed in the new destination at the time of first shipment by deflecting 

exporters, after export deflection took place. One potential explanation for this increase in quantity is 

that deflecting exporters had to compensate destroyed exports by increasing quantity sold, especially 

as they also had to reduce product prices while deflecting exports to attract new customers. 

Second, to check for evidence on changes in product quantity sold following export deflection, I compare 

product quantity sold by deflecting exporters in the first year to a NSC following l\Iarch 2008 with the 

quantity sold of same products by same exporters in their last year to a SC as follows: 

Q,,,~ { 
(.l:,,; + /1.,;Q,:p/,-l +Ee1, if t < 27 } (4) 
O:o + f10Qept-1 +fe:t if t > 27 

,vhere CJept is the sold quantity of product p that is exported by exporter e at time t and Qept-iis 

the sold quantity of product p that is exported by exporter e at time t - I. The data focuses on 

exporters who cut their product exports to SCs after :\larch 2008 and existed in KSCs after :.\farch 

2008. Thus, this estimate captures the product quantity differences over time by the same exporter 

at SCs before sanctions (t ~ 27) as well as at ::-JSCs after sanctions (t > 27). The results in Table 

4 support the observed pattern in Figure 10. The coefficient /36 shows that, after export deflection, 

deflecting exporters increased their sold product quantities by 11.6%. 

The role of exporter size: Exporters are not equal in their ability to deflect exports. \Vhen trying 

to understand the dynamics of export deflection, one must ask v,rhich exporters deflected exports from 

SCs to NSCs. \Ve would expect the size and experience of exporters to affect their ability, willingness, 

and decision to deflect exports. The following model tests this hypothesis: 

( ii) 

v,here the dependent variable, Def lectclt>27 , is equal to 1 if the exporter exited a SC and, afterward, 

entered a NSC after lVIan:h 2008, and zero ot.herwise.~7 lnX,,11'::,27 and lnE:i:perience,,llS2? represent. 

the size and experience of the exporter before :viarch 2008. I measure the size and experience of the 

exporter by, respectively, the log of export value and number of months of presence in export market 

between entry and :.\farch 2008. 

~7This is an extreme c:ase, used to form clearer pic:tnre of which firms are more able to deflect. exports. 
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Column 1 of Table 5 Rhows that larger and more experienced exporters had a higher probability 

of deflecting exports follmving sanctions. This observation is consistent ,vith the assumption that 

exporters have specific productivities and behave differently in export markets. Figure 11 complements 

thiR result by showing the volumes that deflecting exporters were able to deflect. In Figure 11 the 

exporters are divided into two groups: 'small' exporters whose monthly export value was below the 

export value per average exporter before sanctions, and 'large' exporters whose monthly export value 

was above the export value per average exporter in the SC (that they deflected from) during the 

month of their last shipment. Large deflecting exporters achieved higher levels of export deflection, 

on average, than small deflecting exporters. \Vhile large exporters deflected on average 86% of their 

exportR, small exportern deflected on average 16% of their exportR from SC to KSCs.=~8 

The role of past export status: Exporting to a destination requires incurring sunk and variable 

costs. If an exporter already exists in a market, then current export costs depend on past export status. 

To examine if past export status at ~SC affected export deflection, I estimate different. equations where 

the dependent variable is either the log of exports at the exporter-month level at ~SC, lnXep NSCt, or a 

binary variable, P (EXP) cp1V sci Posts, that equals one if the exporter had exported product p to !\"SC 

after sanctionR were imposed, and zero otherwiRe. The independent variableR are separate interaction 

terms of S,t.I'St and E:rporterA, ExporterB, and ExporterC where E:rporterA is a dummy variable 

that equals one if the exporter had exported product p to a SC but had not exported at all to a !\"SC 

before March 2008, E:r,porterfl is a dummy variable that. eqnalR one if the export.er had exported 

product p to a SC but exported another product to a !\"SC before l\farch 2008, and ExporterC is a 

dummy variable that equals one if the exporter had exported a product to a SC as well as to a KSC 

before March 2008, respectively. An exporter-size control, lnXel Pres, is included as larger firms are 

typically more productive and have better performance in export markets (Bernard and .Jensen, 2004) 

which improve exporting activity. Firm size can be a proxy for past success. 

Table 6 shows the resultR. ImpoRition of export sanctionR resulted in a 65% [lO0*(exp(0.501)-1] increase 

in Iranian exporter-product level exports to an NSC given that the exporter had previously exported 

the same product to that ~SC (column 1). This result shows that exporters increase their export 

values to alternative deRtinat.ions that they are already existing in - along their intensive margin -

~8 Export.H of large export.em dropped hy S0.29 billion in SC hut increased hy $0.2:i billion in :\SCs per month following 
sanctions. Export.s of sm all exp orters d ropped hy $0.12 billion in SC but increased by $0.02 billion in NSCs per month 
following sanctions . 
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when they face export sanctions by a particular export destination. In addition, this result suggests 

that it \Vould be easier for an exporter to deflect part or all exports from a SC to a ."JSC if the exporter 

already exists in the NSC. This is because, as well as sunk entry costs that have an effect on the 

extensive margin, exporters incur variable costs after entry. These variable costs at a given destination 

can be luwer for exporters who already exist in that destination. 

Column 2 of Table 6 shmvs the estimation result when the interaction of export sanctions with export 

status variables is included. The coefficient. of E:cportn·D has a higher economic significance than the 

coefficient of ExporterA.. This suggests that the probability that a firm deflects product exports to a 

NSC is higher if that exporter had previously served that destination. It shows that the probability 

of export deflect.ion is lower for exporters that did not serve a ."l'SC before :VIarch 2008. In economic 

terms: when export sanctions are imposed against an exporter by a particular destination, it increases 

the probability that a product is exported to a non-sanctioning destination by 9.2% provided the firm 

had already exported to that destination. If it had not exported at all to that destination before, 

the probability would rise only by 5.3%. The 10\ver economic significance level of the coefficient of 

ExporterA. interaction demonstrates that past export status matters in determining a sanctioned 

exporter's decision to deflect. 

Figure 12 supports this interpretation. It shO\vs the extent to which Iranian exporters ,vere able to 

deflect exports after facing export sanctions in :.\farch 2008, and differentiates between exporters who 

exported only to SCs before :VIarch 2008 and exporters who exported to both SCs and NSCs before 

l\ilarch 2008. The average monthly export value by both types of exporters to SCs decreased from 

0.58 (blue bars) before March 2008 to 0.17 (red bars) after :\larch 2008. The average monthly export 

value by both types of exporters to KSCs increased from 0.05 (green bars) before :.\,farch 2008 to 0.32 

(orange bars) after :.\farch 2008. We can conclude that t,vo-thirds of the value of Iranian exports that 

were destroyed by export sanctions were deflected to NSCs. 

Product selection during export deflection: The literature emphasizing heterogeneity at the 

product level predicts that 'core-competence' products arc the most responsive to new export environ

ments (Eckel and Neary, 2010). This implies that more of this category of products would be deflected 

by Iranian exporters _:w In addition, products have different export trends and characteristics. For 

391n this ca.se core competence products at the exporter-d estination level a.re defined as t he p roducts with the highest 
sales volume, 
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example, Rome products are homogeneous while others are differentiated (Rauch, 1999) .40 The hy

pothesis would be that it is easier for exporters, following; sanctions, to deflect homog;eneous products 

to :_\ISCs, because the cost of searching for consumers of these products is 10\ver, given these products 

are typically standard in terms of content and quality and require leRR marketing as a reRult. 

The hypothesis can be tested using this equation: 

(6) 

where Deflectq,1,,>27 equalR one if the exporter dropped a given product from a SC and introduced it 

in a NSC after March 2008, and zero otherwise.41 Xe pPrcS is the log of exporter-level export value of 

a product to a SC before sanctions. X 8hare,,pl-'r"S is the weight of the product in the exporter-level 

exports to a SC before sanctions. D i f f is a dummy variable set to one if the product is differentiated, 

and zero otherwise. 

The results in column 1 of Table 7 show t hat higher export value and share of export s of a given 

product, by a given export.er, to a SC are associated wit h higher probability that the product get R 

deflected by the exporter to a KSC. Also, the movement of Dif f from 0 to 1 decreases the probability 

that the given product gets deflected by its exporter from a SC to a :_\!SC. In other words, homogeneous 

products have higher export deflection probability. The results are significant at the 5% level. These 

observations suppor t the assumption of product differentiation made by Eckel and Neary (2010) and 

Hauch (1999). 

Destination selection after export sanctions: Did deflecting exporters target destinations ran

domly'? Ho,v did exporters who exported only to KSCs perform after sanctions were imposed? Two 

equations help t o understand the destinations by targeted Iranian exporters after sanctions. In t he first 

one, the dependent variable is the log of tot.al number of deflecting exporters to a given destination 

a t a given month, Ndt· In t he second one, the dependent variable is the log of growth rate of ex

port s of Iranian exporters who exported only t o :_\ISCs, XGrowthdt· The main independent covariates 

are a dummy variable for whet her t he destinat ion received a high-level Iranian diplomat ic delegation 

(president or g;overment minister ) after ~larch 2008, and the correlation of positions during; votes on 

4° Copper is a u example of a homogeneous product, carpet is an example of a differenti ated product . Hauch (1999) 
goes into detail about t h e mor,ivation of r,his product, classificat,ion. In esse nce , differentiated products require more 
rna rkc li ng. 

4 1 Again, an extreme case to demonst rate which products are easier to deflect . 
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resolutions in the General ARRembly of the United Nations, a good measure of ideological, cultural, 

and historical affinity between countries that may affect bilateral trade. 41 In both estimations, a 

vector of controls captures economic size, distance, price compctitivcncsss, case of imports, foreign 

direct inveRtment net inflows, tariff rate, import growth, and the number of Iranian immigrants4:l and 

existing Iranian exporters at the destination level. 

The coefficients in Table 8 show· that more deflecting exporters targeted larger and closer markets, and 

markets with higher import, income, and FDI growth rates. They also chose destinations with fewer 

import restrictionR, lower tariff rates, more Iranian immigrantR, higher number of Iranian existing 

exporters. Countries that arc politically friendly with Iran according to the U:.'<l' vote-correlation test 

attracted more deflecting exporters. Exports by firms that exported only to NSCs grew annually 

after sanctions by an average of 11.4% llO0*(exp(0.108)-11 more in destinations that welcomed Iranian 

diplomatic visits after sanctions, compared to other destinations. This result corresponds with the 

the red (dotted) line in Figure 5. \Vhile exports to NSCs increased, this increase again came at a 

cost represented (partially) by a need for more diplomatic effort ( travel cost in terms of money and 

time) by Iran. These results arc statistically significant and arc independent of consumer price index 

changeR at the destination. As expected, the inflation variable has a positive coefficient: an increase 

in prices at the destination creates more demand for imported products. Time fixed effects control for 

real exchange rate fluctuations in the Iranian currency against currencies of all destinat ions. 

5 Conclusion 

For trade economists, this data Rhows that export sanctionR against Iran in 2008 led to export deflection 

to non-sanctioning countries. In aggregate, two-thirds of Iranian exports destroyed by sanctions were 

deflected to non-sanctioning countries. Exporting firms were able to redirect their exports towards 

politically-friendly destinations. This effect of export sanctionR is heterogeneous, and depends on 

characteristics of the exporter (larger exporters were better able to deflect their exports), of the product 

(core and homogeneouR products were more easily deflected), and of the destination country (countrieR 

in which the exporter is already present ,vere more likely to become destinations for deflected exports) . 

42'l'his uses the voting similarity index of Strezlmev and Voeten (2013) dataset on the correlat ion between positions 
of countries durinp; U.\ General Assembly votes. 

-13The data on immigration stocks come from t he Clobal Migrant Origin Database (GlvIOD) of t he University of 
Sussex's DevelopmenL Research CenLre on !VligraLion , G lobaliza,ion and Poverty , 
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Exporters whose business was with non-sanctioning countries before sanctiorn; increased their exportR 

after sanctions too, thanks to additional Iranian diplomatic efforts. Export deflection imposed addi

tional costs as exporters reduced prices and increased quantities when they deflected exports to new 

deRt.inations. ThuR, export deflection caused welfare losseR. 

For policyrnakern, the reRults Rhow that while export. Ranct.ions against Iran did not reduce aggregate 

exports, they caused inconvenience by denying markets to many exporters, and imposing costs on 

others. Thus, export sanctions can be effective in putting pressure on exporters. If the goal is to 

reduce aggregate exports, R,mctions may not. be effective in a globalized economy in which deflection 

is possible. 

This paper is the first to use firm-level data to understand the impact of sanctions on Iranian exporters. 

There arc three directions for further research. First , there is a need for further theoretical and 

empirical investigations of the rnechaniRmR by which sanctionR succeed or fail in the presence or absence 

of international consensus and cooperation. Second, the impact of sanctions on the welfare of citi;,;ens at 

the aggregate and disaggregate levels (using household income and expenditure survey data): sanctions 

may differently affect different Rocial, income, and regional groups. Third, the impact of the financial 

and banking sanctions imposed on Iran in 2012 and 2013. 
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Figure 1: Evolution of Iranian exports (Jan 2006 - .Jun 2011) 
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_\otc: l'bis figure shows the total non-oil lra.nian exports bctwcn January 200G and June 2011. Sanctions against lranian 
exporters were imposed in \larch 2008. Source: Author's cakulations using lranian Customs data. 

Figure 2: Trania.n exports, by type of destinat ion (Jan 2006 - .Jun 2o-i-1) 

Total Non-oil Iranian Monthly Exports by T ype of Destinations 
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The ned (dol.l,Pd) line rP.]ll"P.sems monl.hly Pxports t o non-sanr.l.ioning countries. So11rr.e: A11thor's calr.ul al.ions using 
Iranian Cusloms data. 
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Figure 3: Exporter ent.ry and exit., by type of destination (Apr 2006 - :.Jar 2011) 
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Figure 4a: Iranian exports to (selected) sanctioning countries 
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Figure 4b: Iranian exports to (selected) non-sanctioning countries 
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Figure 5: Iranian cxport.s, by type of export.er (Jan 2006 - Jun 2011) 
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Figure 6: Iranian cxport.s, by export.er to sanc1.ioning countries (Jan 2006 - Jun 2011) 
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Figure 7: Existence and extent of export destruction and deflection following sanctions (Jan 2006 -
Jun 2011) 
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Figure 8: Recession or sanctions? 
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Figure 9: Change in product. price following export dellection 
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Figure 10: Change in quantity sold following export. dcI!ection 
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Fiµ;ure 11: Extent of export deflection, by exporter size 
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Fiµ;ure 12: Extent of export deflection, by pac;t export status 
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Table 1: Export destruction and deflection 

n1 (Ji 0:2 /h Statistics 
t "5:_ 27 0.0570 Ul024 Nt'.o27-110820 

(1) 
(0.018) (0.217) Nt>27=15030ii 

t > 27 0.0691 1.0148 F(2, 262121)-35.67 
(0.024) (0.340) Prob > F- 0.000 

t S 27 0.0213 Ul071 1V,'.o27- 67851 

(2) 
(0.009) (0.311) N,>27=92867 

t > 27 0.0106 1.0264 F(2, 160714)=48.37 
(0.032) (0.285) Prob > F-0.000 

t < 27 0.0215 Ul054 N,'.o27-l9700 

(3) 
(0.00G) (0.253) Nt>27=229ii8 

t > 27 0.0122 0.9481 F(2, 42654)= 82. 7 
(0.004) (0.165) Prob > F-0.000 

t "5:_ 27 0.0102 0.9916 1V, '.o27-l7527 

(3-a) 
(0.003) (0.327) 1V1>21-19903 

t > 27 0.0071 0.5431 F(2, 37426 )=73.4 
(0.002) (0.183) Prob > F-0.000 

t "5:_ 27 0.0326 1.1718 Nt'.o27-2173 

(3-b) 
(0.008) (0.308) Ni>n-3055 

t > 27 0.0247 0.9632 F(2, 5224 )=45.7 
(0.006) (0.24 7) Prob :> F= 0.000 

t S 27 0.0289 0.9023 1V1 '.o 27-32152 

(4) 
(0.010) (0.219) 1V1 >27-46164 

t > 27 0.0594 1.0311 F(2, 78312)=27.75 
(0.154) (0.326) Prob :> F=0.000 

t "5:_ 27 0.0205 0.8712 N191-28740 

(4-a) 
(0.008) (0.307) 1V1>21-41858 

t > 27 0.0411 1.0141 F(2, 70594) = 29.24 
(0.150) (0.283) Prob > F=0.000 

t "5:_ 27 0.0317 1.0121 Ni97- 3412 

(4-b) 
(0.137) (0.350) Ni>n-4306 

t > 27 0.0628 1.2408 F(2, 7714)-31.48 
(0.204) (0.326) Prob :> F= 0.000 

Note: In (1) X.,, refers to tot.ii e xports at time t . In (2) X ,, refers to t otal exports by exporters wh o exported only t o 

non-sancl,ioning counl,ries (NSC s). ln (:{) X,-. 1. refe rs to tol.al exporl,s to sanctioning coun tries (SCs) b.v (i) exporters who 

exporl.ed only Lo SCs and (ii) exporters who exported l.o hol.h SCs and .KSCs hel.ween January 2006 and .June 2011. 

Estin1at.ions (:)a) and (:)b) repeat est.i rnation (::q for srnall and large exporters, respective ly. T define sn1all exporters as 

t.hose whose monthly export value "vas below the export. value per average exporter before \,larch 2008 at. 8Cs. And , T 

define large exporter8 a.s those ,vhose monthly export value WU8 above the export value per average exporter before 

_\larch 2008 a l. SCs. ln (4) X.., refers t,o t.o t a l exporl.s Lo NSCs by exporters who exporl.ed l.o bo l.h SCs and to .KSCs 

bet,ween .January 2000 and .lune 2011. E.sli1naLions (4a) and (4h ) repeal esLin1a1.ion (4) for s111all and large exp orters, 

respectively. Standanl errors are in parantheses. A 11 coefficients are statistically significant at. the ·1 % level. Sanctions 

were imposed in March 2008. 

Soun.·e: .Author:s cstiinations using Iranian Custom8 data. 
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Table 2: Sanctions and exporter entry and exit at the destination level 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Entrydt Ei:itdt A.dddt DTOPdt 

S,1.I'St -0.241° -0.262" 0.077" 0.082" -0.149° -0.164° 0.241c 0.220° 
(0.122) (0.130) (0.045) (0.040) (0.082) (0.086) (0.132) (0.081) 

Sddummy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
PS1dummy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Destination Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 8421 8421 8421 8421 8421 8421 8421 8421 

thnt n.,-Jdl":•-l a lll":W prod11t:t t(, tht-:ir pr(,d,ic:t.-mix nt dt-:stinat.i()ll d nt tim l": t . Dt><.lJ'ld.t i,; t.h.-: lo ,:; (if sharl": of .-:xport.-:rs thn.t rl ropp.-:d a11 l":xi,;t in;::i; prod11ct. 

post-5anctions period, 5tarting in !vla.reh 2008. Oest ination cont rols indude lo_g:1 o f GDP, distance, n umber of immigi·a.nts, number of exporters, a.s .._.,,ell 

Table 3: Product prices after export deflection 

lf:l /JJ Oq 
------------

t <5. 27 

t > 27 

0.0124 
(0.152) 

0.0041 
(0.019) 

0.0214 
(0.011) 

-0.0813a 
(0.023) 

Statistics 
Nt:e:: 27=52726 
Nt>27=83401 

F(2, 136123)-37.18 
Prob > F-0.002 

Note: Thir:; table focul::ics on exporters who cut their product cxport:s to ::;anct.ioning countries and exist.eel in non

sanct.ioning co11nt.ries an.er _\larch 2008. The dependent. variable, P.,p1 , is 1..he price of producl.. p export,ed hy 

exporter f; at tirne t . The independent var iable~ Pept - l : is the price of product p exported by export.er t: at 

t.irne t - ·1. Standard errors are in parantheses. a denotes statist.ica.1 significance at t.he ·1 % level. Sanctions were 

imposed in March 2008, at t = 27. 

Source: Aut.hor1s es1.i1nat.ions w1in g Iranian C uston1s data. 

Table 4: Product quantity sold aft.er export deflection 

0'.5 /h 0'.6 /36 
t ~ 27 0.0112 0.0056 ---------------

(0.231) (0.263) 
t > 27 0.0228 

(0.113) 
0.1160° 
(0 .019) 

Statistics 
Nt97=4729 
Nt>27-7622 

F(2, 12347)-41.73 
Prob > F - 0.000 

Note: This t a ble foc u ses on exporte rs "vho c ut their product exports l o sancLioning counLries a nd exis ted in 

n on-san <:t.ioning ('.OUnt.ries after '\1far ch ~008. The dependen t variable, Q~ pt: is the quantity of p exported by 

exported by exp orter ,: at tin,e t . T he independent variable, <Jept -1, is the quantity of product. p exported 

by exporter c at tin1c t - 1. Standard crror8 a rc in pa.rant hc~cs. ,). denote~ stat ii:;.tica.l ~;;ignificancc at t he 1 % 

level. Sane Lions \Vere irnposed in l\'1arc-h 20081 aL L = 27. 

Source: Aut.hor1s es1.i1nal.ions using Ira nian C us1,0111s data. 
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Table 5: \Vhich exporters deflected? 

Def lcctc[t> 27 
(1) (2) (3) 

lnXe:1::o27 0.171 1, 0.30411 

(0.082) (0.103) 
lnE:1:perin1,ce,,1 ::;27 0.12,i 0.148c 

(0.061) (0.084) 
Exporter FEs Yes Yes Yes 
Month FEs Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 237182 237182 237182 

N,_,1-;;; Th,.- d<.:pc..'.11<.\c..'.u l, vtiria h k ·, D ~:,fl~:<.•.f.,,l t>2 T, (.;q u ul 1,,_, 1 if th,.- l '.Xp <., rtl:1· cxi l o:.:d u 1:< tt 11 c t.i u ,1i11g 

country a n d , after ward , e n tered a n o n - sancti o ning .:::ount r y after tv1a r ch :20Cll'i, and z ero 

othen·vise. And, ln X ~=I ~27 a nd l!,";i:p~rien c~ t:-1 :S 2 / repre:sent the :iize a nd experienc e 

des t ina't ion level. a , h , and r.denote s t ati:itical si_gnificanceat t he 1, S , and 1 0 % lev eh, 
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Table 6: Did past export status matter? 

S,1.P Sr *Exporter A 

S,1.I' St *ExporterB 

S,1 .P Sr *ExporterC 

Exporter A 

ExporterB 

ExporterC 

lnXclP,-cS 

Exporter FEs 
R-squared 
Observations 

Intensive margin 
lnXcpNSCt 

(1) 
0.048 
(0.021) 

0.501 ° 
(0.125) 

0.016° 
(0.042) 
0.051 a 

(0.019) 
Yes 
0.27 

211341 

Extensive margin 
P (EX P)cpNSCIPostS 

(2) 
0.037" 
(0.021) 
0.053b 
(0.024) 
0.092" 
(0.031) 

0.017 
(0.121) 
0.092c 
(0.053) 

0.045a 
(0.013) 

Yes 
0.39 

211341 

p eriod t = 27- fifi , st ar ting in tv1arc-h 2 0 08. J.::. :cport~rA. i s :1. dummy v :niab le that equal5 to l if the e xporter had exported produ ct p t o 

n snnc:tioning co1111try lnit h n.d not. t:xport.erl nt n l l t on. NSC l'lt:fore fvf nrc:h 2008. P.::r. p o r t,;rR is n t·J n ,n m y vnr i nblt: t h n.t i':q11 n ls to ·1 it' 

the oc:xport<:':r h n .t·J export.t:rl p ro rl111'.t p ton SC l,11t <:':Xport<:':d n.11other p ro1·J 11ct t.o n XSC b <:':fnr <:': '\,·fnrch 2 0 08. P,,iivor t c:rC i s n dam my 

vurii~bk t h u l t:quul ':1 t u 1 if th s: o;;xpucti.:c lwd <.:xpuclt:d 1~ r>r•.•d u t'.t. t u u SC U\:l wdl tP:1 ~'-' u NSC b t: f•.•n: Jvfurd1 2008. h iX.,lrr,~.5 

tku•.•V: t:x puclt:r-i:-i:..t: . P(EA-P).,p.;\rSO IPost,5 ii:- u bi1w ry niriul.>h: \ hut t:q util!:! tu 1 i f t h t: •:x r>•-•r L•: r lwd. t:x p uclt:d pr,.,dl1t:t p t u 

de~ tina-tion d af-ter saaction:s ,ve r e impo:sed, a nd zero othen-vi~e. 
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Table 7: \Vhich products did deflecting exporters deflect? 

Def lcctcplt>27 
(1) (2) 

X,pf'n:S 0.743" 0.4116 

(0.320) (0.209) 
}( share,,pl-'reS 0.4826 0.517a 

(0.228) (0.139) 
Diff -0.514a -0.633a 

(0.208) (0.214) 
Exporter FEs Yes 
Destination FEs Yes 
Observations 237182 237182 

No-te: Ve/lectn.,ll-> 27 equ!!l.l:s to one if t:he exporter dropped a given product 

is v,:eight of the product in the exporter-level exports to a. SC before s.a.nctions, 

Vif f is a dum1ny variable which equals to l if if the product L~ different ia ted , 

Suur<;c: AuU1ur';; c,:s t ir11alio1u;. u 1:1 iug lnu 1i1t 11 Cu1:1\uu11:1 dntt1. 
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Table 8: Characteristics of destinations that Iranian exporters targeted after sanctions 

Nd1, XGnxwth,tt 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

CN vote correlation 0.814" 0.952a 
(0.075) (0.041) 

Diplomatic visit 0.434a 0.108a 
(0.153) (0.031) 

GDP 0.079(; 0.060(; 0.062(; 0.053" 
(0.041) (0.033) (0.035) (0.031) 

Distance -0.056c -0.0486 

(0.032) (0.022) 
Inflation 0.034" 0.029" 

(0.020) (0.018) 
Ease of importing 0.007 0.011 

(0.038) (0.013) 
FDI (net inflows) 0.14i:i1' 0.129b 

(0.059) (0.064) 
Tariff rate -1.140° -1.111° 

(0.455) (0.472) 
Import growth 0.066" 0.042" 

(0.036) (0.023) 
l'iumber of Iranian Immigrants 0.31W 0.418° 

(0.177) (0.182) 
l'iumber of Iranian exporters 0.547" 0.464a 

(0.218) (0.147) 
Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Destination FEs Yes Yes 
Observations 984 984 984 984 

Nc,t O!"c: Thi!': d ..,p ..,n ,·Jt>,t"IT- v n r i n bl~s in ,x il1nn n i; 1-2 n.r "' t h ~ lc,gi:; nf r c,t n l n 11111bl!':r c,f d .-:ttO!"c,:ting .-, xpo rt.-:r ,;. t,·, n 

g iv.-,n dl!':st:inn tion nt n g i vl!':n n1n 11th . Th.., d ..,p..,11,-J..,,n v n ri n.bl.-,s in ,:olnn1ni:; 3-4 ;n.., thl!': l o g ic; n f' mon t.h l y 

c o r relation denote s t he lo g o f e o rre!.'.l.tio n bet w een posit io n s o f -::o u n tries d u r ing L N G-e n er:,.l A s sembly 

v o t e:!>. D iplo m a tic v isit: is a d u mmy v a r i ab le e qual 1:o 1 i f the dest i n ation rece ived an l ra11ian diploma tic 

lev el5, re:spectiv ely . 

Sou r ce : A utho r'5 est in1at io n5 us in_g Jrani a n C usto m s d a ta. 
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Appendix 

I Table A.I: Descriptive statistics of Iranian exporters 

Quarter 
Number of Export value per :_\lumber of products :_\lumber of destinations 
exporters exporter (USD millions) per exporter per exporter 

2006-Ql 7599 0.44 3.77 1.93 
2006-Q2 7487 0.46 3.94 1.99 
2006-Q3 9234 0.46 4.10 1.98 
2006-Q4 7575 0.47 4.13 1.9,j 
2007-Ql 6848 0.45 3.84 1.99 
2007-Q2 6753 0.51 4.22 2.04 
2007-Q3 6943 0.56 4.35 2.08 
2007-Q4 7280 0.65 4.33 2.08 
2008-Ql 6513 0.60 4.20 2.10 
2008-Q2 6403 0.81 4.38 2.14 
2008-Q3 6463 0.84 4.27 2.13 
2008-Q4 6154 0.69 4.42 2.11 
2009-Ql 5929 0.72 4.21 2.06 
2009-Q2 5870 0.77 4.21 2.08 
2009-Q3 5809 0.83 4.40 2.07 
2009-Q4 6440 0.93 4.35 2.05 
2010-Ql 6008 1.07 4.32 2.10 
2010-Q2 5877 1.06 4.27 2.08 
2010-Q3 5968 1.09 4.11 2.11 
2010-Q4 6216 1.16 4.44 2.07 
2011-Ql 5614 1.24 4.00 2.09 
2011-Q2 5273 1.48 4.06 2.10 

Pre-Sanctions 7359 0.48 4.08 2.028 
Post Sanctions 6001 0.93 4.26 2.087 
Note: Author's calculations based on Iranian export.er daily-level dat a a fter aggregating it at. the qu art.er-level. A product. is defined us 

a U S 6-digit. cat.egory. Sanctions hit. in JV!arc h 2008. Pre-sanc t.ions pel'iod cove!'s 2006-Ql \.o 2008Q-1. Post-sanctions pe!'iod covers 

2008-Q~ to 201 1-Q'l. 

Table A.II.: Additional descriptive statistics of Iranian exporters 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Number of Exporters 15050 13538 12721 11373 10929 
:_\lumber of Entrants 6341 6051 5186 4581 
Number of Exiters 7853 6868 6534 5025 
Export Value per E xporter 744583 896995 1178605 1412918 1918004 
Export Value per Entrant 329768 391489 434135 514745 
Export Value per Exiter 207088 215958 395504 223334 
Export Value per Survivor 532114 674982 822935 1138257 
Share of top 1 % Exporters in Total Exports 0.504 0.518 0.576 0.508 0.529 
Share of top 5% Exporters in Total Exports 0.707 0.717 0.747 0.719 0.725 
Share of top 25% E xporters in Total Exports 0.927 0.932 0.938 0.937 0.939 
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Table A.III: Iranian exporters and products, before and after sanctions 
Number of exporters to :',Tumbcr of products to 

Quart.er SCs KSCs SCs ~SCs 
2006-Ql 1641 4937 637 2141 
2006-Q2 1567 5256 655 2156 
2006-Q3 1624 5332 713 2216 
2006-Q4 1846 5393 776 2133 
2007-Ql 1687 5385 736 2109 
2007-Q2 1484 i:i4i:i2 646 2189 
2007-Q3 1564 5578 657 2171 
2007-Q4 1658 5524 746 2116 
2008-Ql 1452 5781 642 2132 
2008-Q2 1379 i:i812 643 2222 
2008-Q3 1405 6010 641 2185 
2008-Q4 1289 5558 681 2160 
2009-Ql 1102 6116 579 2181 
2009-Q2 1080 6666 574 2199 
2009-Q3 1127 6419 630 2159 
2009-Q4 1191 6628 629 2232 
2010-Ql 1063 6725 603 2306 
2010-Q2 1059 6487 631 2251 
2010-Q3 1051 5824 602 2317 
2010-Q4 1029 i:i822 587 2421 
2011-Ql 904 i:i9i:i9 577 2447 
2011-Q2 870 5942 552 2298 

Pre-Sanctions 1613.67 5417.43 689.78 2151.44 
Post. Sa.nctions 1119.15 6084.86 609.92 2259.84 

% change -30.Gi:i 12.73 -11.i:i8 5.04 
Note: Author's cakulations based on Iranian export.er daily-level dat a a fter aggregat ing 

ii. al I.he quarl.er level. A producl. is defined as a l!S-fi digit, category. The exporl.ers 

who exported to sanct,ion ing coun.Lries (SCs ~ as we ll as to non-sanctionin g co1.1111.!'ies 

(l\SCs) are included in both g,·oups in t his table. San <·tions hit in !vi arch 2008 . Pre

sa.net.ions period covers 2006-Ql to 2008-QI. Post-sa nct.ions period covers 

2008-Q2 to 2011-Q2. 

I Table A.IV: Export transshipment 

Product % ~ in Iranian exports to % ~ in Iranian exports to 
cs Canada UK France Cnited Arab Emirates 

Plants Seeds -i:il -97 -81 -29 +li:i4 
Sugars -49 -137 -15 -98 +69 

Pia.sties -73 -95 -92 -70 I 146 
Carpets -99 -12 -34 -23 +li:il 

Ceramics -51 -74 -73 -22 + 20 
Copper -91 -58 -81 -37 I 184 

Furniture -87 -9.:i -89 -98 +60 

%~ in U AE re-exports to 
us Canada UK France 
+20 +90 +70 +18 
+29 + 83 +14 +53 
I 29 I 62 I 51 I 21 
+40 + li:i +28 +19 
+ 29 + 72 + 29 + 21 
I 84 I 21 I 70 I 90 
+ 34 + 29 +37 +44 

Note: Author's calculations based on Iranian Customs transactions and UN-Comtrade data. All figures represent % changes 

between pre- and post- sanctions periods, A product is defined at the llS-6-digit level. 
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